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The Popularity of

Overland.\Villys-KJiight.Chevrolet
AUTOMOBILES==.

'

Has been proven by the large number of owners of these makes of cars and
'the universal satisfaction they have given.

Chevrolet

Overland

Chevrolet automobiles represent the reali¬
zation of a conscientious effort to combine in
as nearly ideal measures as possible the highest

The fine appearance and comfort cf the
Overland could not alone, have won it the deep

public appreciation 11 enjoys.

It is the CHARACTER of this

car

degree of mechanical efficiency, beauty and
comfort in low-priced cars.

that

lies beneath all of its popularity'.character as
demonstrated by consistent, efficient perform....

Whether you want an automobile for
business or professional purposes, for country
or recreative uses, for two or for five passen¬
gers, you will find q'Chevrolet model that will
fulfill all your requirements as to design, quality
and price.

**'T, CT*
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The pride of more than 150,000 owners
is built upon the daily service their cars tender
under ail conditions.
Mav We Show You This Car?
ance.

.

3/

at Your Convenience
We Solicit Your Inquiry. Cars Demonstrated
We
tires and tubes
1

Our service station is prepared to give prompt service on all auto mobile repair work, battery charging, vulcanizing
tubes, and other automobile accessories. Satisfaction Guaranteed
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